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A man named Arwel Wynne Hughes
confessed that he hit Barney and Michael Jones with a crutch while dressed
up in a black bag and yelling “Darth Vader!” He was drunk at the time that the
assault occurred. Hughes didn’t show up
to a court date, so District Judge Andrew
Shaw issued a warrant for his arrest and
said, “I hope the Force will soon be with
him.” Barney Jones recently opened a
Jedi church in the city of Holyhead in the
UK. The prosecutor for the Jones’ said
that Hughes hit one of them over the
head and the other in the thigh with a
crutch. Hughes said he couldn’t remember anything about the incident.

Prince lands helicopter in girlfriend’s yard
Prince William landed a Royal Air Force
(RAF) helicopter in the backyard of his
girlfriend, Kate Middleton’s home as a
training routine. William has asked for
her parent’s permission before doing the
stunt. This was part of his training, and
there were no other available landing
spots in the area. The RAF was quoted
saying, “Battleﬁeld helicopter crews routinely practice landing in ﬁelds and conﬁned spaces away from their airﬁelds as a
vital part of their training for operations.”
The helicopter was only on the ground for
20 seconds, and no one got on or off of it.
An aviation analyst, Jon Lake, called the
landing “ridiculous and inappropriate,”
but the RAF said it was fully authorized.

PETA willing to
pay $1 million for
lab-grown meat
The People for the Ethical Treatment
of Animals (PETA) is offering $1 million to any scientist that can grow meat
in a lab that tastes and looks no different than the real thing. They also have
to be able to market the idea before the
summer of 2012, and they must sell the
meat in 10 U.S. states at a competitive
price. PETA’s reason for supporting this
contest is that “more than 40 billion
chicken, fish, pigs and cows were killed
every year for food in the United States
in ‘horrific ways.’” Research is already in
progress for producing vitro meat but is
still several years away from being sold
to the public.
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Rose goes green for Earth Day
Rachel Howser
Staff Writer

T

uesday,
April
22
marked the United
States’ Earth Day
celebration. Rose-Hulman
honored Earth Day with a
number of activities hosted
by the Rose-Hulman Sustainability Team. The event
was sponsored by Aramark
Dining Services, Pepsi Cola
Refreshment Services, WalMart, Papa John’s Pizza, and
Sign Express.
The Sustainability Team
was formed by Rose-Hulman
Facility Operations in February of 2007, and strides were
made to reduce the environmental impacts associated
with the Office of Facilities of
the Institute. Over the past
year, the Sustainability Team
has held several events and
implemented various environmentally friendly initiatives, such as green cleaning
and installing touchless soap
and paper towel dispensers
in all of the administrative
and academic buildings.
For Earth Day, the Sustainability Team hosted several
events. These events included
a clothing drive, the collection
of electronic waste (e-waste),
a plastic bag collection contest, and “Earth Hour.” The
Sustainability Team set up
information stations in both
the Union lobby and the Moench commons. The clothing gathered was donated to
the local Lighthouse Mission.

The
waste
was recycled
by Recycle
Force, Inc.
The plastic
bag collection contest
is an ongoing contest
between the
residence
halls,
sororities, and
fraternities.
The contest
will end on
May 5, and
the
winning group
will win a
pizza party.
Sustainability Team
Albert Mui/ Rose Thorn
CoordinaVolunteer, Brenda Elliot, presents Sustainabilty Team’s display for Earth Day on
tor
TuesTuesday April 22. This display contained give-a-ways and rafﬂe signups. This disday Strong
play was only part of the campus-wide Earth Day Celebrations
stated, “We
chose to focus on recyimpacted campus. Senior have been very impressed
cling as part of our Earth Day civil engineering major Jona- with our faculty, particularly
activities to further promote than Fone stated, “Sustain- our Facilities team, for their
awareness about how and ability is a multidisciplinary effort toward a sustainable
when to recycle on campus.” solution for all engineers campus. This isn’t just about
Julie Lunsford, another Sus- trying to solve problems for sustaining
the
environtainability Team member and the present and the future. ment; it’s about sustaining
Earth Day organizer, added, With the current food and our school economically. All
“We also felt having a clothing oil crisis, engineers need to three presidential candidates
drive was a way to promote search for sustainable solu- favor a cap and trade syscommunity and highlight the tions and evaluate life cycle tem; that means high prices
social justice component of and environmental cost for for coal ﬁred electricity. As
sustainability.”
their designs, knowing their we expand and renovate our
Many students on campus decisions will affect a global campus in the next decade,
feel strongly about sustain- market.” Senior mechani- I’m thrilled that we have an
ability and feel that the Sus- cal engineering major and administration that will look
tainability Team’s endeavors Sustainability Club Presi- to make our campus more efon campus have positively dent Jared Moore added, “I ﬁcient and environmental.”

New signs mark campus

Tim Boyer

Copy Editor

R

ose-Hulman is trying to improve its
image,
literally.
Over the course of the past
couple years, Rose-Hulman
has expanded and improved
it’s signage around campus in an effort to simplify
the navigation of the campus. “The signs identifying
each building are again an
attempt to provide ease in
finding a building for those
individuals not familiar with
the campus,” according to
Wayne Spary, Vice President
for Facilities Operations.
The new signs are among
other aesthetic improve-

ments being made, including the resurfacing of the
roads around the academic
buildings.
The plan to replace and expand the signage has been in
the making for a little while.
“The signage on campus was
determined to be inadequate
going back to our Master
Planning a number of years
ago. The new and replacement signs were included in
the budget process the last
two years. The first major
signs installed are the two
limestone/lighted gateway
signs at the main entrance,”
commented Spary.
More recently was the replacement of the old wooden
directional signs, originally

erected by the Alpha Phi Omega service fraternity many
years ago. In addition to replacing the
old signs, additional
signs were installed
in front of buildings
that did not already
have adequate indication of the name
of the building.
Scott Gallmeier/ Rose Thorn
Sophomore meA
newly
placed
sign
in front of the Hulchanical engineering
man
Memorial
Union.
major Jana Binkerd,
commented
that
“they are very helpful for visitors and new stu- of the dorm unless you were
dents around campus. The right next to it. The colors
signs outside of the dorms are a bit boring, but they go
are very nice. Beforehand, along with the rest of the
you did not know the name campus.”
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PUZZLES
The Magic Number
Puzzle 1

& CLASSIFIEDS
Instructions:

Using addition (+), subtraction (-), multiplication (x), and division
(/), solve the puzzle by using all the given numbers only once to
equal the Magic Number.

by Cari Harper

The numbers are already in the correct order. Just insert
the operators in the blanks provided.

151 = 2 _____ 42 _____ 872 _____ 96
Find the answers to all Rose Thorn puzzles at:
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn

Puzzle 2

Now, it gets trickier. The numbers are now out of order. Rearrange
the numbers and insert the correct operators.

2317 = 4

26

0

27

___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

Honda CRV 2000 EX AWD 4cyl
Automatic 4 airbags power moonroof CD
keyless remote ABS 5 star crash rating
Mohave Mist 80k new tires great condition
$9,400.00 OBO (812) 299-4660

5 bedroom house near ISU stadium, 2 blocks off Heritage
Trail.
Washer, dryer, range, and fridge included.
$220/student + utilities
2600 Fernwood
Contact Paul Barksdale at (812) 230-2992

Self Storage. Student Discounts.
Clean, secure, automated gate.
2420 Spring Clean Avenue. Near Plaza North.
(812)243-9052

Reserve your 3-6 bd. house now for 08-09 school year.
In better neighborhoods with ample parking and close
to campus. 2+ baths, central air, fridge, range, dishwasher, washer and dryer all included. Two car garages
and very clean and well-maintained with 24 hr service.
9-12 month leases. My past and current RHIT tenants
are my references to you! Call 478-9286.

Andrew Klusman
Jim Sedoff
Aaron Meles
Scott Gallmeier
Ryan Schultz
OPEN
Ben Collins
Philip Meiser
Jessica Rogers
Mike Ferguson
Matt Melton
Alex Clerc
Tim Boyer
Chris Casillas
Andrew Carlson
Cari Harper

House for rent
4 bedroom house for rent
10 yr standing relationship with RHIT students
$200 per student. Take both male and female
37 Home Avenue (812) 232-0372

Apartment for rent

Sharp Flats, LLC
In Town
Want a great apartment at a great price? Check out Sharp
Flats in town
Studios and One Bedrooms from $335
Two Bedrooms from $580
Three bedrooms featuring spacious bedrooms with lots
of closet space, large bath with garden tub, kitchen with
breakfast bar plus more!
Four bedroom unit with large living room, kitchen with
washer/dryer central AC. Call to check it out.
Four-Five bedroom house, 2 baths, lofts, central AC,
laundry, yard, plus more!
Five bedroom unit - Awesome, spacious, 1221 S 6th St.
(across from Adelphia) with very large bedrooms, beautiful kitchen, living room, 2 ½ bath, laundry facilities and
more.
Six Bedroom unit located on S. 6th features 2 full baths,
laundry facilities, family room, living room, central AC,
and more.

Sharp Flats, LLC

House for rent

Co-Editor-in-Chief
Co-Editor-in-Chief
Editor-in-Chief
Emeritus
News Editor
News Editor Emeritus
Opinions Editor
Entertainment Editor
Entertainment Editor
Emeritus
Living Editor
Sports Editor
Humor Editor
Humor Editor Emeritus
Copy Editor
Copy Editor Emeritus
Photo Editor
Layout Manager

3 bd., spacious, quiet for study, EXTRA NICE!
Call 232-6977 after 11 am. Please leave ph #.

Nice clean house for rent near Collett Park. Two bedroom, kitchen, living room, dining room, bath. Corner
lot, fenced in backyard. No pets. Call 243-0555 for more
information.

Large, furnished three bedroom apartment available
beginning Fall quarter. Nine month lease. $600 includes
utilities. Contact Dr. Ditteon (CL104, Box 171, ext. 8247 or
299-5182) for more information.

Storage Solutions

Editorial Staff

House for rent

House for rent

House for rent

House for rent
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CLASSIFIEDS

Car for sale

3 bedrooms extra clean with kitchen appliance,
North 10th St. (Collett Park)
updated basement, hardwood and carpet ﬂoors,
fenced yard, car garage, no pets,
e-mail Dr. Hariri (m.h.hariri@rose-hulman.edu)
or call 317-873-5923. Please leave ph#.

The Rose Thorn

East
Are you looking for the convenience of walking to class
but longing for a place of your own?
Check out Sharp Flats East
Located at Wabash and Hunt Road (the 1st stop light east
of campus).
We offer efﬁciencies, studios and one bedroom units.
Efﬁciencies at $360 (with utilities)
Studios at $395 (with utilities)
One bedrooms at $460 (with electric)
We offer your own bathroom, with shower/tub combo,
wireless internet, laundry facilities, off street parking,
great maintenance, friendly management, and housing
to ﬁt your budget.
You’ll also love the Trails End Café 40 located just in front
of Sharp Flats East!
Please contact us at 812-877-1146.
Visit our site! www.sharpﬂats.com

Gibson Apartments
1 - 2 -3 -4 bedroom apts. $390 and up some include all
utilities but lights. NO pets. Gibson Apts 234-4884.

The Rose Thorn
CM 5037, 5500 Wabash Ave.
Terre Haute, IN 47803-3999
Phone:(812)877-8255
Fax: (812)877-8166
E-mail: thorn@rose-hulman.edu
http://www.rose-hulman.edu/thorn

Thorn Staff

Staff Writers David Bander
J.P. Verkamp
Emma Carroll
James Zhou
Kyle Kamischke
Rachel Howser
Tim Olmsted
Tiffany Parrott
John Pinkus
Christine Price
“Working to keep the Rose-Hulman community informed

by providing an accurate and
dependable source for news and information.”
The Rose Thorn is published on Fridays
ﬁrst through ninth week each quarter.

Cartoonist Erin Hudson
Photographers Christina Davis
Suzanne Kissel

Albert Mui
Isaac Sachs
Matt Vargo

Administrative Staff
Advertising Manager
Business Manager
Webmaster
Advisor

Parker Lee
Andrew Carlson
Tom W. Most
Richard House

The Rose Thorn welcomes and encourages comments from its readers. We request that all letters to the editor be less than 600 words in length.
THE DEADLINE FOR CONTENT SUBMISSION IS 5 P.M. TWO DAYS PRIOR TO PUBLICATION
All content should be submitted to thorn@rose-hulman.edu or to the Rose Thorn Ofﬁce (Hulman Memorial Union room 249).
The editors reserve the right to edit submissions for clarity, grammar, length, and factual errors. The editors reserve the right to accept content changes submitted after deadline.
All letters must contain the writer’s signature (electronic form is acceptable) and contact information (e-mail address and/or phone number).
The views expressed in the Rose Thorn are those of the original author and do not necessarily represent the views of the Rose Thorn staff or Rose-Hulman community.
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Seminar studies Harvard’s slave ties

Friday, April 25, 2008

Alexandra Perloff-Giles

The Harvard Crimson
Nearly three centuries ago, Harvard University President Benjamin Wadsworth, Class of 1690,
moved into the yellow-clapboard
house in Harvard Yard. With him
were two slaves.
Few students stop to consider
who occupied Old Yard, but an
examination of Harvard’s past reveals a history of entanglements
with slavery—a history that is just
now coming to light because of
a four-person research seminar
taught this fall by History professor
Sven Beckert.
The course examined both ﬁnancial ties—the ways in which
the University might have proﬁted
from slavery and the slave trade—
and personal ties—how individuals connected to Harvard supported slavery or worked to abolish it.
Harvard’s most prominent tie to
slavery lies not at the College but at
Harvard Law School.
In 1700, a 28-year-old man
named Isaac Royall established a
sugarcane plantation on the island
of Antigua in the West Indies. Royall made much of his fortune from
the Atlantic Triangle Trade, which
dealt in sugar, rum, and slaves.
Royall left the West Indies in
1732 to retire to his beloved Medford, Mass. Seven years later, he
died and left his fortune—and his
Caribbean sugar plantation—to
his son, Isaac Royall, Jr.
The younger Royall, who served
on an administrative committee at
Harvard, would later donate over

2,100 acres of land to Harvard, and
also leave funds to establish what
is now the Royall Professorship of
Law, the ﬁrst endowed chair at the
Law School.
Catherine S. Manegold, a research fellow and resident at Harvard’s W.E.B. DuBois Institute last
year, is currently doing research for
a book entitled “Ten Hills Farm,”
named for the Medford property
which Royall Jr. purchased with
the proﬁts from the Antiguan sugar plantation.
“There is no way to ignore or
avoid the fact that this money came
from the labor of others,” Manegold
said. “It engages the notion of how
much America has forgotten about
slavery here in the North.”
While the Royall chair is traditionally held by the Dean of the Law
School, the current dean, Elena Kagan, declined the chair because of
its history.
Kagan, who clerked for Supreme
Court Justice Thurgood Marshall,
now holds the Charles Hamilton
Houston professorship, named
for the legendary civil rights attorney—and mentor to Marshall—who is known as “the man
who killed Jim Crow,” according to
Manegold.
Apart from Royall, several other
slave owners and traders served
as professors, donated to the University, or sat on its two governing
boards.
John Winthrop, the Puritan leader and ﬁrst governor of Massachusetts Bay Colony, was involved in
the slave trade and donated books
valued at £20 to Harvard in 1658,
marking the ﬁrst time Harvard re-

ceived money marked by ties to
slavery.
Winthrop House is named after both Governor Winthrop and
his descendent, mathematics and
philosophy professor John Winthrop, Class of 1732, who was acting university president from 1773
to 1774.
Another prominent Harvardian implicated in slavery was John
Hancock, Class of 1754, who served
as Treasurer of the University from
1773 to 1777. McDonald C. Bartels
’09, who was in Beckert’s seminar,
found that one of Hancock’s business partners, James Rowe, traded
slaves. Hancock donated £554 to
Harvard College in 1764.
The Cabots were another Harvard family with ties to the slave
trade.
Active in the textile industry, the
Brahmin Cabots reaped proﬁts
from the slave trade, according to
Bartels’ research. Samuel Cabot,
Sr. and John Cabot, Class of 1763,
were both involved in industries
deeply entangled with slavery, including rum distillation and sugar
and molasses exportation. (The
undergraduate House is named
in honor of their descendants,
University benefactors Thomas D.
Cabot, Class of 1919, and his wife
Virginia.)
And Thomas W. Ward, who
served as Harvard’s Treasurer from
1830 to 1842, supervised American
operations for the British merchant
bank Baring Brothers and Company, whose cotton and sugar operations proﬁted from slave labor.
“It shows the general entanglement of the North and South re-

garding cotton and textile manufacturing,” said Meike K. Schallert
’08, another student in the class.
But more than reaping the economic beneﬁts of slavery, Harvard also endorsed pro-slavery
thought.
The noted 19th century jurist
Timothy Walker, Class of 1826,
devoted his 1851 Phi Beta Kappa
speech to mocking abolitionists.
And after Daniel Webster, a the
legendary Massachusetts senator,
gave a speech endorsing the Fugitive Slave Act in 1850, Harvard
President Jared Sparks, Class of
1815, and several professors signed
a letter to the editor of the Boston
Courier to show their support, according to the book “Veritas,” a
history of Harvard by Andrew B.
Schlesinger ’70.
George Ticknor, the chair of Romance languages and literatures
in the early 1800s, prominently
supported slavery and opposed
abolition in the South, according
to the research of Lewis E. Bollard
’09, who is also a Crimson editorial
writer.
“That’s what universities specialize in—the propagation of ideas,”
said Alfred A. Brophy, a law professor at the University of Alabama
who specializes in civil rights litigation and reparations. “As Emerson
said, ‘The role of the scholar is to
retest old assumptions.’ What Harvard was doing in the years leading
into the Civil War was less retesting
old assumptions and more telling
people that the institution of slavery was right.”
In fact, some slavery opponents
may have suffered professional

consequences for their political
views. Germanic Literature Professor Charles Follen, an outspoken
abolitionist, was ﬁred by President
Josiah Quincy III in 1835, an event
that many blamed on his stance in
favor of abolition.
And members of the faculty
weren’t the only ones unwilling to
come out against slavery. The admission of the ﬁrst black student at
Harvard, Beverly Garnett Williams,
in 1847, triggered protests among
students, particularly among
Southerners.
But while Harvard was responsible for pro-slavery sentiments, a
number of Harvard graduates were
outspoken abolitionists, among
them Ralph Waldo Emerson, Henry David Thoreau, and Theodore
Parker,
Perhaps most prominent of all
was Senator Charles Sumner, Class
of 1830, the leader of the vehemently anti-slavery Radical Republicans whose statue now stands in
the midst of Harvard Square, just
outside Mass Hall.
“It is to Harvard’s credit that it
both nurtured their anti-slavery,
abolitionist sentiment and beneﬁtted from the anti-slavery ferment
in New England,” Brophy said.
University President Drew G.
Faust, a Civil War historian, added
that while recent research has revealed the extent to which northern institutions were complicit in
slavery and there are many examples of Harvard ties to slavery, she
was also struck by the number of
students in Harvard’s history who
were “advocates of abolition and
emancipation.”
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Surfer pains: Jack Johnson’s latest

Ben Collins
Entertainment
Editor
“Sleep Through
The Static”
A latter-day album from the
icon of the free life and the
sweeter side of the acoustic guitar, Jack Johnson’s latest album,
“Sleep Through the Static” shows
the beginnings of a new, deeper
artist that we may not have been
expecting.
The common association of
music from Jack Johnson would
be along the lines of “Banana
Pancakes” or “Sitting, Waiting,
Wishing,” the latter being one
of the heavier songs from his
previous album, “In Between
Dreams.” That album was very
chorus-based and, by comparison, much more light-hearted
and carefree, which was one of
the great appeals of his music,
especially when you could get
lost in listening to the album. In
some ways, Johnson has kept that
intact, and kept his style very apparent in his song writing and arrangements. Unlike “In Between
Dreams,” however, he has taken
a darker mood and theme in the

lyrical content, and while he has
retained some of the chorusheavy writing, by comparison,
it’s much less than in “In Between
Dreams.”
One crucial distinction for this
album among any of Johnson’s
previous works is in his lyrics. Admitting to the fact that the main
appeal of Johnson’s music is the
lyrics, there is a striking difference between any of the songs
I’ve heard before. Instead of the
free and easy lyrics that are easy
to follow along with, these are
much richer, more complex lyrics. These lyrics, however, are
much harder to comprehend
casually, and I found required a
word-by-word reading along with
the track lyrics for most of the beginning of the album. This wasn’t
critical by any means, as at most
points the music really reﬂected
the mood very effectively. In fact,
sitting back and not worrying
about the lyrics made the experience of the album more enjoyable. As contradictory as that is,
the lyrics that would deﬁne the
album left me blankly listening;
it was still worth the listen and it
continues the easy-listening saga
that is Jack Johnson.
On a song by song basis, there’s

no one song that makes this a
great album, but there are several that make it alright. The title
track is a beautifully thoughtful
song that gets its message across
clearly, if not slightly obnoxiously, and really sets the mood
for the album. “Hope” was a true
return back to form, and it relieves some of the tension within
the album to be something new
on Johnson’s part, much like “If I
Had Eyes,” though it lent itself to
the new electric sound that this
album had promised. Songs like
“Enemy” and “Same Girl” were
more miss than hit, and unfortunately there were more songs
that missed.
As much as I can complain
that this was not the Jack Johnson album I had wanted, or that
this new, darker persona in his
writing can be trying at times,
the core of Jack Johnson is still
in this music and that saves it, if
not gives it credibility. Hopefully,
though, this isn’t the new norm
for his music, and that his next
project takes him back to another
point in his life.
Ofﬁcial Thorn rating: 2.5 elephants

Relationship angst and vampires:
Buffy the Vampire Slayer

Elisabeth Baca

Guest Writer
Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Season Eight #13 is the second part
of the latest four-part story arc
called “Wolves at the Gate.” For
those that are unfamiliar with
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer”, the
main character, Buffy Summers,
is a slayer—one girl in the entire world with the strength and
skill to kill vampires and the
forces of darkness. “Buffy” ran
on television for seven seasons,
and is back in comic book form
for its eighth. If you haven’t seen
the show, the comic makes little
sense, but if you have, the comic
is the perfect continuation of this
quirky series.
“Buffy” was brought back
to life last year by creator Joss
Whedon and his team, and is
currently one of the top comics
in the United States. The consequences of Buffy’s ﬁnal television act have left her in charge
of a slayer army, commanded
out of a magically secured fortress in Scotland, and with one
of her best friends, Xander, acting as second-in-command. Willow is still with Kennedy, while
Andrew has only recently come
back from training other slayers
around the world. Giles no longer
talks to Buffy, the U.S. government views the slayer army as a
terrorist group, and Dawn is still
a giant. The ﬁrst installment of
“Wolves at the Gate” introduced
a new gang of Japanese vampires
that managed to not only inﬁltrate the fortress, but also to steal
Buffy’s favorite weapon—the
Scythe. Xander was sent with his
new love interest, Renee, to talk
to Dracula about the vampires,
and Buffy slept with fellow slayer,
Satsu.
Xander and Dracula manage
to maintain their “manservant/
master” relationship, while also
giving each other the friendship
and companionship that both so
desperately need. The theme of
loneliness continues further into

the comic when Satsu is feeling building up the suspense and acsad about Buffy’s apparent dis- tion for the ﬁnal two parts, and
interest after their affair. Willow getting the characters where
pulls her aside, and tells both they need to be for the climax.
Satsu and the reader that Buffy The comic mixes the action with
is truly alone in her position as the story well, ﬁnally giving fans
general, and that Satsu needs to the world that they grew accusbe understanding of that. The tomed to during “Buffy’s” televiﬁnal pages of the comic give the sion years. The comic is ﬁnally
Japanese vampires a little play starting to feel more authentic,
time as they easily kill a slayer on and less like some random
the streets of Tokyo using some “Buffy” stories. This latest arc
untapped power of the Scythe. may have started out in controIt seems these vampires have versy, but it’s really becoming a
their own set of rules, and their true “Buffy” episode—giving us
own tricks. The comic gets back drama among our major charto the basics of what “Buffy” was acters, and bringing in both old
on television—the gang ﬁghting and new faces that are sure to
the forces of darkness, all while cause some more messes in the
maintaining their awesome av- “Buffy” universe. “Wolves at the
erageness. The villains are as Gate: Part Two” may not be the
creepy as ever, and our heroes best comic around, but it gives
are still trying to balance their fans of the show an all-new canpersonal lives with their duties on adventure that is sure to end
to the world. The angst of Buffy’s with a bang.
newest relationship
is sure to keep all of
us on our toes, as
well as cause some
much needed drama in Buffy’s fabulous love-life.
Cr itically-acclaimed
writer
Drew
Goddard
does an excellent
job with the characters, getting our
gang back together
in order to save the
world. Some may
recognize Goddard
from his writing
on “Lost”, “Alias”,
or the blockbuster
hit, “Cloverﬁeld”,
and once again, his
writing is what really gives the Buffy
comic its spunk.
The art by Georges
Jeanty is also topnotch, bringing our
characters to life
http://images.darkhorse.com/covers/300/14/14846.jpg
and making them
as real as possi- Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Season Eight # 13,
a comic dedicated to the dark adventures of
ble. This comic is
some-what ﬁller, seemingly average characters.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:Sleep_Through_The_Static_2008.jpg

Jack Johnson’s “Sleep Through the Static,” not a wholly compelling album, but it provides a few worthwhile songs.

KAUST Discovery Scholarship
Full scholarships for science
and technology students
The King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
(KAUST), a 21st century graduate-level, research university,
is offering scholarships for future leaders in science,
engineering, and technology.
The benefits of the KAUST Discovery Scholarship include:
• Full tuition at current institution
• Living stipend, book and computer allowance
• Upon graduation, admission and full scholarship for
the KAUST master’s degree program at the University’s
Red Sea campus
The KAUST campus opens in September 2009. Highly
talented students with one to two years remaining in
ﬁrst university degree programs can apply now.

Visit www.kaust.edu.sa/discovery or email
scholarships@kaust.edu.sa
CONTACT:
KAUST Scholarships
520 Post Oak Boulevard, Suite 740
Houston, TX 77027
Phone: 713.621.6300 x23
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Finding free time at a
demanding school
Christopher Smith
Rose-Hulman
Staff Counselor
Often as a counselor, I work
with people who are looking for
help with time management.
They come in looking to find a
way to rearrange their schedules so that they can effectively
complete all the tasks for school.
However, we often forget to
think of an important aspect of
time management — free time.
I know that for many of you the
concept of free time may seem
a myth, or perhaps something
you have heard of only in legend, but believe me it is there.
One of the biggest problems
with time management is that
we do not correctly use time
that is not scheduled. We often
spend free time not working,
but still thinking about work, or
planning how we will do work.
When this happens, you really
do not have free time. I would
like to offer some thoughts on
how to use down time so that
you can get the most out of it.
When peope realize they have
time off, one of the first things
that people tend to do is reach
for the quickest or easiest thing
to do, like play video games
or watch television. Although
each of these can be enjoyable
and relaxing, doing them all
the time, and using only these
as your first option, may lead

you to get bored with them,
and eventually they will no longer help you relax. Remember
to vary the things that you do.
It’s always nice to develop new
hobbies such as taking up a musical instrument, writing poetry
or short stories, or taking time
to read a book (one that you will
not be tested or quizzed on).
Although developing indoor
hobbies can provide beneficial respite from your work, it
is also helpful to get outside or
to go out with friends. Research
has shown the benefits of sunlight on depressive feelings and
symptoms, but getting out of
your room can also be helpful
because you will begin to associate your room with the work
that needs to be done. This will
make it easier to concentrate
when you are in your room
working on a project.
Remember, an important part
of time management is having
down time. You may have to
work at first to find it, but once
you have regular time to relax
and not think about work, you
will be better prepared when
you have things that need to be
done.

LIVING
Whisk Witchery

Emma Carroll

Staff Writer
cas•se•role n. 1. A dish, usually of earthenware, glass, or cast
iron, in which food is both baked
and served. 2. Food prepared and
served in such a dish.
Okay, so this week’s recipe is super easy and simple to make…and,
you guessed it, it’s a casserole! So, I
am sure some of you are cringing
by the mere mention of the word
casserole, but all you have to do is
basically throw it in a dish, pop it
into the oven, and forget about it
for a little over an hour. How simple
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½ cup quick cook rice
½ can cream of chicken soup
½ cup milk

is that? Quick, easy, full of ﬂavor,
and sans those pesky hard to ﬁnd
or expensive spices. And for those
of you who still think I am crazy,
be adventurous and try this one, it
may just change your views of casseroles for the better. If you want to
make it a meal, I suggest adding a
salad or another simple side.

Brown chops in a saucepan,
season with salt and pepper. Place
the chops into a baking dish (make
sure the chops can sit comfortably on the bottom to ensure even
cooking); cover them with uncooked rice. Mix soup and milk
and pour over chops, covering rice
with liquid. Cover tightly (if your
dish does not have a cover, use a
tightly sealed layer of tinfoil) and
bake at 350 degrees for 1 ¼ hours,
or until done.

Chops and Rice
Yields: 3 servings
Ingredients:
3 pork chops
½ tsp. salt
1/8 tsp. pepper

This information is not intended to diagnose, treat, or prevent any disease or disorder. Nor
is it intended to replace a consultation with a mental health
provider.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

$400 Rebate

xB $16,270
Price starting at

*

MSRP

xD $15,170
Price starting at

*

MSRP

tC $17,620

This is one course you won’t be graded on. Recent college grads qualify for a $400† rebate
on any new Scion. Ask your dealer for details.
Scion’s Pure Price policy means the dealer’s advertised price is the price you pay. Dealer price may vary from MSRP.
TM

*MSRP includes delivery, processing, and handling fee; excludes taxes, title, license, and optional equipment. †Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. Rebate will be applied on lease contracts, first toward the amounts due at lease signing
or delivery, with any remainder to the capitalized cost reduction, or toward the down payment on finance contracts. One rebate per finance or lease transaction. College Rebate Program and Military Rebate Program are not compatible. Finance or
lease contract must be dated by March 31, 2009. Only available on new untitled Scion models. Programs are available on approved credit to qualified customers through Toyota Financial Services and participating Scion dealers. Programs may not be
available in all states and are subject to change or termination at any time. Some restrictions apply. Not all applicants will qualify. Please see your participating Scion dealer for details. Toyota Financial Services is a service mark of Toyota Motor Credit
Corporation and Toyota Motor Insurance Services, Inc. © 2008 Scion is a marque of Toyota Motor Sales USA, Inc.

Price starting at

*

MSRP
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Jim Sedoff

OPINIONS

Bad professors

rial in class, but it takes a truly
Co-Editor-in-Chief
great professor to deliver it with
style. Being excited about the
As you probably already know,
class, even if it isn’t your, nor
since it may have drawn you here
your students’ favorite subject,
in the ﬁrst place, we have some
is key to getting the class revved
great professors at Rose. Some
up and more willing to accept the
are known for their wit, others for
new information. I have had too
their dead-on teaching style, and
many 1st hour classes, and I can
then those golden gems that give
tell that when a professor walks
us those wonderful “Wacky Prof
in with spunk and is ready with a
Quotes” week after week.
“go-get-’em” attitude, that I need
However, after three years at
to make the extra effort to stay
Rose, I’ve come to notice, not
awake and really pay attention
(even if I’m running on no sleep
necessarily “Bad Professors” that
ruin the bunch, but rather,
and the only thing I can
bad traits that have seeped
think about is a nice warm
in somehow. You know the
bed and a great cat nap for
ones, the professors that
the rest of the day).
However, it is note-wortalk into the board, gesture
The ﬁnal trait is a sticky
so much that it becomes an
one. Having a unique
thy that these professors
interpretive dance, and are
quirk will deﬁne you as
usually one inappropriate
a professor for years to
can balance themselves
saying away from a well-escome. It can help you
become one of the most
out (and sometimes even
tablished lewd comments
popular professors in
blog. Granted, I’ve never
your department or even
had any professor who has
redeem these slight lapses
the entire school. I have
embodied all of these, or
heard great stories of proeven really more than one
in judgment or character)
at a time (I imagine those
fessors and their wonderwith their better traits.
type of professors tend to get
ful quirks that lend to a
weeded out during the interstudents’ learning. Howviews or, at the latest, within
ever, if the quirk is a little
their ﬁrst year at Rose).
too over the top, or too
Sometimes this is hard, and distracting, it has the opposite
However, it is note-worthy that
these professors can balance that is where organization is key! effect in the classroom: students
themselves out (and sometimes If you, as a professor, ﬁnd that have a harder time learning, eieven redeem these slight lapses you do not have a consistent bul- ther because it truly is distractin judgment or character) with leting/numbering system as an ing, or because it starts to impede
their better traits. That is, the outline for your notes (and this the learning and dissemination
traits that we know the legendary applies even more so when writ- of information. It is the quesprofessors hold near and dear to ing on the board), then it is likely tion of, are you a big talker (one
their hearts: explaining concepts just as hard for students to fol- who uses his/her hands a lot) or
and using analogies including low your lecture. Having a con- are you an air-trafﬁc controller?
real-world situations, walking sistent format for lectures helps Are you thoughtful, or just scatthrough problems, getting ex- students inﬁnitely more than ter-brained?
cited about the material, being jumping from one white board
Whatever the case may be,
engaging by asking the students to another and back while trying it is always important that the
questions, being organized, and to explain one concept (unless message of the class come
having a unique (but not too dis- you have prefaced this by ex- through, and if you can sway
tracting) quirk.
plaining to the class this lecture students to your side with your
Obviously having different structure—so we can leave room great personality and charisma
types of examples (attacking the for it in our notebooks).
at the same time, why not have
same problem different ways,
Yet, anyone can present mate- fun with it?
or attacking different problems
the same way) and methods of
walking through them (professors walk through the problem,
simple handout to do at home, or
having students work on them in
class) is a great way to ensure that
the students are starting to grasp
the material.
This is only strengthened by
asking the students questions
and making sure that they aren’t
just repeating what you just said.
Do they really get what is going
on in class?

“

”

Primary pandemonium
Ryan Schultz
News Editor
tus

Emeri-

So, exciting times to be a Hoosier. For the first time in forty
whole years, it looks like presidential candidates from the
Democratic Party will have to
make a major campaign in Indiana. Now that we’re the last
heavily-contested state left, I
gotta say, I could care less.
It sounds cynical and, perhaps, un-patriotic, but the primaries are something that I hate
simply because they are blown
completely out of proportion.
Here is an event that has only
indirect influence on the next
President of the United States,
yet people are reacting as if this
is The Race. Sorry folks, but it
ain’t.
Primaries came about as an
effort to help the parties pick
candidates that the public liked,
therefore giving them a better
chance in the real election. But,
as is the case in many things
political, what was once a good
idea has become perverted.
Candidates who should be trying to appeal to voters based
on a commonality of views turn
into sniveling masters of the
passive-aggressive
attack—I
suppose you can’t throw mud
without getting a little dirty

polls and vote for the “lesser of
two evils.” I don’t know about
you all, but I don’t want any evil
running my country.
The primaries further increase Mass Media’s stranglehold on the public’s imagination, raising a trivial non-event
to a fever pitch. All of the major
news networks have their own
primary sites, where those interested can watch the votes trickle in. And each
network provides its own
But my biggest problem
spin (what, you
with the primaries isn’t that thought the
media was unthe candidates turn into
biased?), tricking voters into
angels or that it brings out
thinking that,
from the beginning, only
the best in the press, no,
a small pool
of candidates
my biggest problem with
exists.
The
the primaries is that people
press,
rather
than
providing facts to althink that they’re doing
low readers to
make up their
their civic duty by voting.
own
minds,
provides senperson is a terrible candidate sationalist Newspeak to evis one thing, but that does not ery literate American—taking
make the speaker a good choice. quotations out of context and
Unfortunately, most of the pub- twisting words to fit an implied
lic doesn’t see this as a fallacy, agenda. The Mass Media sees
and instead uses it to go to the individuals as either Red or Blue,

yourself, but I really don’t want
to vote for a candidate who only
speaks to his (or her) opponent’s
weaknesses rather than his (or
her) own strengths. A candidate
who only seeks to soil an opponent’s reputation hopes to win
the election through Ignoratio
elenchi—“Look what a terrible
candidate [blank] is, and since
I am not [blank], I must be the
better choice.” That the other

“
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The Rose Thorn

seriously. Mark Minster
So here’s a confession. I’m
committed to sustainability because it’s really very simple and
shouldn’t be at all controversial:
(a) take smart, solid design; (b)
fold into it attentive analysis of
how optimal systems operate. (c)
Hit this mixture with a splash of
dissatisfaction with Business-AsUsual and (d) top it with a heap of
“don’t-dook-in-your-own-drinking-water” common sense (if
only it were common1). A hint of
nose-thumbing at the truculent,
the short-sighted, the fell, and the
petty doesn’t hurt, either.
But that’s not the confession.
I’m not exactly whispering to some
priest behind a curtain about
sustainability, am I? Sustainability
itself is perfectly commonsensical, morally responsible, and scientiﬁcally and economically far
sounder than its alternatives.
My confession is that I think
“sustainability” is one of the ugliest words in my vocabulary.
It’s abstract, six-syllabled, and
consists of two Latinate sufﬁxes
(“-able” + “-ity”), one Latinate
preﬁx (“sus”), and a Latin (maybe
Indo-European) root (“tenere,” for
“hold”). I get numb to it: the word.
And if I am numb to it, who else
must be, too? As Michael Pollan
wrote last December, “The word
‘sustainability’ has gotten such a
workout lately that the whole concept is in danger of ﬂoating away
on a sea of inoffensiveness.”2
Again, it’s not the concept that’s
the problem, just the word. So I’m
hunting around for another word.
Anything preﬁxed with “eco-” or
modiﬁed by the adjective “green”
is out-of-bounds, even though the
“eco-” in economics usually gets
smuggled into acceptance. We
have to be smart about this. If we
want to offend the benighted, we

want to offend them well. Nothing
makes the backward see red more
quickly than green.
(It’s too bad, speaking of offending, that the phrase “intelligent
design” has already been taken—
and worse that it’s been taken by
people who seem to have stopped
reading in 1779, when the argument from design, or the teleological argument, as it was called,
was intellectually vaporized by
David Hume3. That phrase “intelligent design” would have made
such a nice replacement for the
word “sustainability,” but now it’s
beyond salvage.)
At this point, then, I’m pretty
much open to suggestions. Here’s
what I’ve got jotted down so far, as
alternatives to the “s”-word:
-“eco-planning
smartness,”
which has the small merit of being
transparent to everyone over the
age of four, but if I have to explain
why it won’t work….;
-“Hokmah,” the Hebrew word
for “Wisdom,” which, according to Proverbs 14:1, “builds her
house, while Folly with her own
hands tears it down”;
-“Cradle-to-Cradle,” which is
the title of one of the best books
on sust**********, and which refers
to smart design that tries to eliminate the very idea of waste (outputs, outgoes, outﬂows, that have
to be discarded, discharged, disposed); the only downside is that
I just had to explain it and that I’m
probably breaking a copyright by
even mentioning it;
-“permaculture,” which is a
little woo-woo for my taste and
therefore probably yours;
-“appropriate
technology,”
which I admittedly found from
Wikipedia4, but like a lot.
At this point, I really am open to
suggestions. Seriously.

1 Re: Poop in the water, ask Chicago about its 19th century cholera epidemic. Oops!
2 “Our Decrepit Food Factories,” New York Times Magazine (12/16/2007)
www.nytimes.com.
3 The character Philo, ripping Cleanthes the natural theologian:
“Thought, design, intelligence, such as we discover in men and other animals, is no more than one of the springs and principles of the universe, as
well as heat or cold, attraction or repulsion, and a hundred others, which
fall under daily observation” (Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religion, Part II).
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Appropriate_technology.
and treats them as such, failing
to realize that most are shades
of purple. This polarization is so
severe in some areas that voters
who don’t like Obama are actually voting for Hillary to hurt his
campaign. What happened to
voting for the best candidate?
What happened to thinking
about the future of the country?
What happened to treating the
election of our leader as serious
business instead of some sort of
sick game?
But my biggest problem with
the primaries isn’t that the candidates turn into angels or that it
brings out the best in the press,
no, my biggest problem with the
primaries is that people think
that they’re doing their civic duty
by voting. If anything, primaries
are the antithesis of the republican process envisioned by the
Framers, who envisioned an informed population choosing the
candidate they felt was best, not
the one that was sensationalized to be the best. Nowhere in
the Constitution of the United
States does it make provision
for or recommend the establishment of a primary election (don’t

believe me? Prove me wrong.). I
catch ﬂak from friends when I
tell them they’re getting worked
up over nothing—that primaries
are really just one big Nielson TV
survey of the populous.
So, I think we should go back;
get rid of this whole primary ﬁasco and let the parties themselves choose their own delegates. In this day of the Internet,
why couldn’t the parties measure constituents’ interests remotely, without all the hubbub?
Rather than going state-by-state,
the whole thing could be accomplished in a day via simple
e-voting. (I know, I know, security would be a huge concern
and who was actually voting and
keeping track of voters…but
then again, this isn’t the actual
election, it’s just a gauge of public opinion.)
Last but not least, the primaries extend the election season
to the brink of absurd—a more
than two-year affair from the
start of the primaries to the date
of inauguration. Nobody likes
a circus that overstays its welcome. The clowns just get too
creepy.

SPORTS
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Mike
Schoumacher
Tim Boyer
Copy Editor
Usually when someone looks at
a team’s statistics list, that person
will ﬁnd that the top players on
the team are usually juniors and
seniors. But when you look at the
roster for this year’s men’s tennis
team, there is something that is
missing: a bunch of juniors and
seniors. Despite that fact, the Rose
tennis team is holding a formidable third place in the Heartland
Collegiate Athletic Conference
(HCAC). The team looks to capture the league title this weekend
at the HCAC tournament. Leading
the way is sophomore mechanical
engineering major Michael Schoumacher. He leads the team as the
number one singles player on the
team, and was honored as the
HCAC Player of the Week earlier
in the season. He took some time
to answer some questions for the
Rose Thorn.
Rose Thorn: How long have you
been playing tennis?
Mike Schoumacher: Since 7th
grade, I was about 12.
RT: What is your most memorable match?
MS: My most memorable match
was deﬁnitely last year against
Indiana Tech. Joe Rottman and
I played a marathon 1 doubles
match that went for about an hour
and a half, and ended up winning
by a close tie-breaker. Then everyone played singles, and Rose was
down four matches to three, and
Joe and I were still on; both of us
had split sets. He ended up winning his third set, so my opponent
and I were the last ones on, with
everyone watching. I was down
2-3 in the third set, and Coach
Hopkins came up to me and said
“Well Mike, it’s all up to you. Let’s
see if you can win under pressure.”
I won the next four games straight,
and that win ended up giving us
the winning season. It was great.
RT: How would you compare
Rose’s tennis program to that of
your high school’s?
MS: Rose’s tennis program is much
more team-oriented than my high
school’s was. My high school team
was very competitive statewide, we
went to the ﬁnals one year and the
semis two other years I was there,
but we all practiced separately and
there was deﬁnitely more of a me-

ﬁrst mentality. Rose’s team is much
closer; we all have a lot of fun together.
RT: What’s the most meaningful
award or recognition that you’ve
received?
MS: The most meaningful recognition for me was when Coach
Hopkins, at the tennis banquet last
year, gave me the Freshman of the
Year award. Just looking back and
seeing how cool it was to come in
as a freshman and be a major contributor to an experienced team
was fantastic.
RT: This weekend, Rose is hosting
the HCAC Tennis Championship
in Indianapolis and currently
Rose is third in the league. Do
you think Rose can come out of
the weekend with a championship?
MS: Well, the ﬁrst step is winning the ﬁrst match. It’s nice to be
seeded third and expected to get
to the second match at least, but
we can’t afford to take our match
against Anderson lightly. If we
get past them, and Franklin (the
second seed) wins their match
against Manchester, we’re going to
have another close one like we did
with them in the regular season.
A number of close matches went
their way in the season meeting, all
we need is one of those to go our
way this time around, and we’ll see
Transylvania in the ﬁnals. Against
Transylvania, we just have to play
well for the whole match and keep
it close. Their HCAC streak is impressive, but they’re still human,
and the pressure is all on them
since we’re the underdogs. We did
the best against them in the regular season, and if we can keep our
matches close, I have conﬁdence
in us in tight-match situations.
RT: Usually the top players on
any team are juniors and seniors, simply from more experience. What’s it like being a top
player on the tennis team and
only a sophomore?
MS: Being number one and a
sophomore is really nice. I know
I’m only going to get better over the
next couple of years, and playing
one-on-one against all these juniors and seniors from other teams
is a lot of fun. It’s the same story for
the rest of the team, too. We’re all
freshmen and sophomores, we’re
all going to get better, and we won’t
be losing anyone. Our team can’t

Men’s Tennis
8-6 (6-3)

Softball
21-9 (11-3)

help but get stronger [in] the next
two years.
RT: How has participating in a
varsity sport had an effect on
your experience at Rose?
MS: Playing a sport at Rose is [a]
great [way] to get a break from the
schoolwork. It can be a pain sometimes when you’ve got a big lab report due and you have to go play
matches all weekend, but having
something fun to do every day
that isn’t work is great, and it really lets me connect to the school
as something other than a bunch
of classes.
RT: It may be a couple years off, but
do you have any plans on staying
involved in tennis after Rose?
MS: I hope to be playing tennis
all my life. It’s a lot of fun, it’s great
exercise, and it’s a well-organized
sport with all the clubs and leagues
you can get involved in. Outside
of Rose tennis, I’d like to beat my
Uncle John someday; he played for
Hanover when he was in college.
Other than that, I could deﬁnitely
see myself joining an adult club
league. I don’t see myself quitting
tennis any time soon.

Baseball
23-9 (10-4)

April 18
Earlham College
at Rose-Hulman

2
6

April 19
Rose-Hulman
vs. Mt. St. Joseph

7
0

April 19
Franklin College
at Rose-Hulman

0
10

Franklin College
at Rose-Hulman

0
11

April 20
Anderson University
at Rose-Hulman

11
1

Anderson University
at Rose-Hulman

0
2

April 20
Rose-Hulman
at St. Francis U.

1
8

April 23
Mt. St. Joseph
at Rose-Hulman

0
3

April 20
Rose-Hulman
at Greenville College

7
2

Mt. St. Joseph
at Rose-Hulman

3
4

Women’s Tennis
8-8 (6-2)

Rose-Hulman
at Bluffton University

April 18
Earlham College
at Rose-Hulman

April 18
Rose-Hulman Twilight Meet
Terre Haute, IN

Women’s Golf
3rd of 5 teams

April 18
Rose-Hulman
18
at Deﬁance College 7

April 20
Franklin Invitational
Franklin, IN

7th of 8 teams

April 19
Rose-Hulman
12
at Deﬁance College 0

Men’s Golf

April 22
Rose-Hulman
at Franklin College

Extra Large
One-Topping

999

Campus Only

6
0

5
4

9 in top two

April 19
Manchester Invitational
N. Manchester, IN

Rose-Hulman
13
at Deﬁance College 1

5
0

Track and Field

April 19-20
Rose-Hulman Invitational
Terre Haute, IN

3rd of 7 teams

April 23
Giant-Engineer Classic
Crawfordsville, IN

1234 WABASH AVE.
Store Hours...
Mon-Wed: 9am - 1am
Thurs-Sat: 9am - 2am
Sunday: 12pm - 12am

232-PAPA

W, 3 -- 2

One Large
One-Topping

599

ONLY
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Campus Only

FLIPSIDE
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What have we found on the road
outside of Olin Hall and are trying
to return via AllCampus e-mail?



























Aaron Meles - No longer receiving AllCampus e-mails

The Flipside solves
everything
Matt Melton
Still Can’t Solve Where His Car Is

Wacky prof quotes
“If I controlled the world, I
would have shut the Internet and cable television off around 4th hour.”
— Dr. Yoder, whose plans
for world domination are
suprisingly terrifying.

“I’m not whacking you guys
Schrödinger’s Cat — Is the cat in the box dead, is it not dead...
with a ruler... I’ll bring in
Ever tried putting a live cat in a shoebox? Been there. Doesn’t work.
a machine gun.” — Dr.
Thus, we can assume that if the cat does not jump out of the box
Grimaldi, for whom I
and proceed to maul you, it must be dead.
would be turning all of my
Time Travel — This one’s cake. All you have to do is make a wormhomework in on time.
hole, keep it open via the Casimir effect, drag it with a spaceship to
some area of extremely dense gravity so that time dilation occurs
“Put it on his tombstone ‘He
in one end of the wormhole, and return it to it’s original spot, thus
ﬁnally found his homeallowing the user to go back in time an amount equal to the time
work’.” — Dr. Throne, ECE
the one end of the wormhole was time dilated. Theoretically speakteacher by day, tombstone
ing, of course.
grafﬁti artist by night.
Why are you single? — Multiple solutions to this one. 1) The
whole 1 to 4 ratio thing. 2) The whole “the odds are good, but the
“I’m not seenil...senile...” —
goods are odd” thing. 3) The whole “you’re actually dating your
Dr. Gibson...of course you’re
homework, you’re just in denial about it” thing. I’m thinking #3.
not...Security, we have a
Energy Crisis — We got this one covered. Simply harness all the
suspicious ﬁgure roaming
static electricity generated in Deming and Speed over the winter,
the halls of Moench...
and that should power the Western Hemisphere for half the year.
Two-thirds of the year when the new StarCraft game comes out.
“That’s usually a problem,
Global Warming — This one’s not a problem. The Cubs are 15—6.
when you see a set of inClearly, it’s a very cold day in hell, and thus the rest of the Earth will
structions that start with
be cooled from the inside. If they win the World Series, I expect the
‘First, bend over...’” — Dr.
next Ice Age soon.
House, describing the inMurphy’s Law — The old “everything that can go wrong, will go
structions for most Rose
wrong” principal. The mathematical proof for this one is a bit long,
labs.
so I will simply point out three examples that prove its existence:
1. The Chicago Cubs
“This is a constrained func2. The War in Iraq
tion. Can anyone tell me
3. My dating life
what constrained means?
ADES Test #2, Question #3: Conservation of mass, steady state,
If you’re into S&M, it
simple Qin = Qout. Make sure to integrate for the changing presmeans tied down… If
sure caused by the spring. And don’t forget that mass flow rate =
you’re not, forget I said
density * velocity * area!
that.” — Dr. Holden on
Liar’s Paradox — You know, “The next line is true,” “The previous
constrained functions and
line is false.” To be a little clichéd, you have to think outside the
Freudian slips.
box. Simply add a third line at the end, “The two proceeding statements were gibberish,” and it’s solved.
“Am I scaring females away
The Theory of Everything — Commonly called the “Unified Field
from electrical engineerTheory,” it’s actually just a book by Stephen Hawking. Seriously.
ing? Is it my fault?” — Dr.
Good read though.
Hoover, yes and maybe.
The Meaning of Life — This
one was tough…so I MAPLE’d
Jim Sedoff - Angry at those ex-Commies
it (since MAPLE can solve anything) as follows:
Solve(meaning_of_life, x);
And received the following
answer:
Error, missing operator or `;`
Thus, as proven by MAPLE,
the meaning of life is to find
the missing semi-colon. Or operator. But I don’t know what an
operator is. No one does. Semicolon it is!

The Rose Thorn

Intracranial
Violence
James Zhou
Orator of the Nerdy Talk
Frontal Lobe, Cerebrum — Internal strife rocks this troubled region
once again as the war between Logoi forces and X$X$X forces have approached a new conceptual tier. Although the Frontal Lobe region has
been plagued with strife since the region’s conception, where neurons
have ﬁring at each other every few microseconds since Cerebrum was
separated from the rest of the geographic mass by the great barrier of
Astrocyte, this recent onslaught of violence is unprecedented.
These two groups have attempted to peacefully share the governance of the region, the recent disagreements over issues of intellectual property proﬁt sharing, talking to girls, and participation in
intrabody functions. After losing a series of votes between watching
television and studying, going to a party and studying, and hooking
up and studying, X$X$X revolted and captured the right hemisphere,
where they promise freedom from the tyranny of Logoi rule and the
ability for X$X$X’s to do whatever felt good at the time. However, their
governing body’s inability to concentrate on tasks has caused the
widespread economic collapse of the once prosperous region, and
their production of ideas, the main export of the Frontal Lobe, has
trickled to a standstill.
On the other side of the Corpus Callosum Gorge, Logoi had attempted to survive without X$X$X, but after many of its members committed suicide due to being overworked and the lack of fun that X$X$X
usually provided to their joint society, Logoi has decided to reclaim
the right hemisphere and reunify the Frontal Lobe. Although Logoi
soldiers are well trained and armed with the latest chemical weapons,
their lack of creativity has prevented them from defeating the X$X$X.
The conﬂict took an especially ferocious turn yesterday, when
X$X$X covert operations agents smuggled a weapon of mass drunkenness from the intestines and detonated it in the left hemisphere,
temporarily mutating some Logoi populations into X$X$X. In retaliation, Logoi have detained vitally needed shipments of endorphins
into X$X$X controlled territories. Current death counts on either side
are unknown, but assumed to be in the thousands.

Top Ten things to
do for Mom’s Day

Matthew Melton
Sucking Up to Mothers Everywhere

10. Take her to a friendly poker game and show her how all those
math classes are coming in handy.
9. Do NOT take her to any of the following places: around your
dirty room, your dirty dishes, or your dirty laundry (see the word
“ﬁlicide” in the dictionary).
8. The wedding reception! That’s gotta be sensitivity brownie
points or something.
7. Take her to see “Once Upon a Mattress” while misconstruing
what it’s really about on the way.
6. Go to the baseball game, because after the art tour and ABBE
seminar, you know your dad is about ready to go crazy.
5. Somewhere that the rest of the mothers are at because it’s one of
the few times the ratio is better than 1 to 4 on campus…
4. 16 player Halo Deathmatch! Just give your mom rockets, and
she’ll be ﬁne…
3. Ask your mom for help with your homework. “Okay mom, it’s a
steady-state one-dimensional heat ﬂow through an elliptical duct
with a Grashof number of 4.56*10^9…”
2. Take her to Sonka’s! Play some Chandelier and relieve those old
college days!
1. Taco Bell run at 2:55 a.m.! Wake her up! It’s an important part of
the Rose-Hulman culture!

This day...

1707:

The Bourbon
Army defeats
the Habsburg Army in the
War of the Spanish Succession. And no, the Bourbon
Army had nothing to do with
Bourbon the whiskey. That’s
American. And quite tasty
with Coca-Cola and ice...

1990:

The
Space
Shuttle Discovery deploys the Hubble
telescope into space. Then
it broke. Oops. Five times.
Oops. It’s a good thing NASA
doesn’t do things that are far
away, expensive, and hard to
repair. They’d have problems.

...in history

Hi mom! Hi! Hi! I’m right here waving! Hi! This is Matt Melton! I made up all the unattributed material on this page! Yay! Nice to see all the mothers on campus! Time for naked runs!...No, no that’s a bad idea. Time for Halo 3? World of Warcraft? Skating in Olin Hall? No... Um...
Crap...Risk! Yes, Risk! All campus Risk game right now! We’ll have freshmen play as the soldiers, and every ﬂoor on campus is a territory! Seriously, who doesn’t like Risk? Or using freshmen for completely unnecessary purposes? Party on! it’s Mom’s Day 2008 FOREVER!!!

